Abstract :The era of internet is growing rapidly. The numbers of websites are multiplying every day and the number of people using the internet is also growing. Hence, universal socializing is getting more importance. Simultaneously computer offence is also enlarging. Data collection is the major goal of honeypots. Honeypot is an exciting new technology with enormous potential for security communities. This paper is based on the introduction to honeypots, their importance in network security, types of honeypots, their advantages, disadvantage and how honeypots improve the security architecture of the organizational network. Also, paper tells about the different kind of honeypots, their level of interaction and risks associated with them.
INTRODUCTION
Internet technology is very large and it is still growing every day. In the era of information and technology network security has become the core issue in every organizational network. The security of network is required for improvement of the industries which are dependent on the internet to enhance the business and providing services on the network. So security of network is primary concern of the industries for securing the critical information. The small scale enterprises utilizing LAN need to keep high their own particular security level as the database, server and customers are altogether taken care of independent from anyone else. Threat from interior systems administration is dependably a huge test for the expert. Henceforth an answer is required for small scale system to secure their interior system. Interruption identification framework is utilized for checking the procedures on a framework or a system for looking at the dangers and cautions the administrators. IDS and firewalls are utilized for shielding the framework and system from attacks, however after such a significant number of endeavours for security still the system isn't completely secured so unique sorts of arrangements are proposed by the experts.
This report provides the solution for the same using honeypot. Honeypots are integrated in network with firewall and Intrusion detection systems to provide solid secure platform to an organization. Honeypots then introduced in the network to utilize the network's unused IPs and the attacker's behaviour is analysed on these honeypots. Honeypots improve IDS too by decreasing the numbers of false positives. With the integration honeypots network security accuracy increases than the only implementation of network Intrusion detection system. These are the increasing trends in information security mechanism. For example, the notable organization Amazon having the world's biggest database utilizes database honeypots to betray assailants to achieve their real honeypots.
A. Honeypots
Honeypot is a one of a kind security asset which is a piece of security component deployed in an organisation. These are the assets you need the black hat folks to associate with. Essentially, honeypot is an IT asset whose esteem lies in an unapproved or its illegal utilize [1] . It implies the estimation of honeypots could be derived from the threats utilizing them. Honeypots would have little esteem if attacker doesn't interact with them. Without a doubt, honeypots don't tackle particular issues. Rather they are devices having applications to security. They can be utilized as early cautioning systems, backing off and automated attacks and catching new exploits to gathering intelligence on emerging dangers. Moreover, honeypots come in various sizes and shapes; they can be a copied windows based application, a whole system to be attacked, for example, Honeynets. Additionally, honeypots don't need to be computer. They might be credit card numbers, Excel spread sheets or login and passwords (known as honey tokens).
II. LEVEL OF INTERACTION OF HONEYPOTS A. Low Interaction Honeypots
Honeypots that provide only some fake services, these acts as an emulator of the operating system and services. These honeypots are simple to design but also simply detectable. A low interaction honeypot will never provide operating system access to the invader. It provides services such as ftp, http etc. These low interaction honeypots assumes the part of latent IDS where the system activity isn't adjusted. . A case of this kind of honeypot is Honeyd, spectre. Honeyd is open source and the service of emulation on hoenyd is unrestricted while specter is not an open source tool. It was developed by Netsec. Honeyd is a daemon and it is used to simulate large network on a single host. It provides a framework to create several virtual hosts using unused IP addresses of the network with help of ARP daemon For instance, several virtual number of operating systems, server, switches, routers, can be configured on a single host. Furthermore, emulated services include FTP service listening on port 21 (Telnet), login to FTP server etc. Other low interaction honeypot is specter. Specter can monitor total of 14 Tcp ports. Out of these fourteen ports seven ports are called traps and seven are called services. Traps act as listeners of ports i.e. when attacker makes connection with these ports the attempt is terminated and then logged. Services are more advanced wherever there is interaction between attacker and emulating services.
B. High Interaction Honeypots
These are the most sophisticated honeypots. High level interaction honeypots provides the real operating systems and some real services with some real uncertainties. Attacker information is allowed to capture and record their activities and actions. These are the real machine with one system, with one network interface on network. An example of this type of honeypot is Honeynet. [2] . These are difficult to design and implement. These honeypots are very time consuming to develop and have highest risks involved with this as they involve actual OS with them .In high Interaction Honeypots nothing is simulated or restricted [4] . An Example of High interaction honeypots are Sebek, Argos. This type of Honeypots involves real operating system the level of risk is increased by many extents, but to capture large amount of information by allowing an attacker to interact with the real operating system, it is a kind of trade off [5]. 
III. PURPOSE OF HONEYPOTS A. Research Honeypots
These are basically used to attain information about the new ways of attacks, new attacks, viruses, worms which are not detected by IDS. These honeypots are used for research purpose. Mostly educational entities, military or government organizations, these kinds of honeypots are used to gather information about motives and new tactics about the black hat community. This type honeypots never increase the value of the organization, hard to keep up and convey, complex in design, however give broad data which is worth to grow new strategies to ensure the organizational network. Research Honeypots are utilized to pick up Information about black hat group [3].
B. Production Honeypots
Production honeypots are easy to deploy, use and capture less information and are primarily used by companies or corporations. These honeypots are placed along with the production server inside the production network of the organization to improve overall security. This is used within organization to prevent attacks. It gives security to resource produced [3] .Production honeypot tend to copy the creation of production network, for example, Ftp, Http, SMTP to the assailants. Business associations get more advantages from generation honeypots. It delivers a few difficulties to IDS in light of its effortlessness .Sometimes assault is excessively late, making it impossible to the merchants in such circumstances IDS doesn't give any caution as it utilizes it is constrained to the mark based database for recognition of intruders .Sometimes untuned IDS alerts excessively on typical system activity. This is called false positive. 
IV.
ADVANTAGES OF HONEYPOTS There are many security solutions available in the market. Anyone can browse the variety of choices through internet and find the most suitable solution for their needs. Here are the reasons why I should choose honeypots.
1. Honeypots can capture attacks and give information about the attack type and if needed, thanks to the logs, it is possible to see additional information about the attack. 2. New attacks can be seen and new security solutions can be created by looking at them. More examinations can be obtained by looking at the type of the malicious behaviours. 3. It helps to understand more attacks that may happen. Capturing data. They are only dealing with the incoming malicious traffic. 4. There is no need for new technology to maintain. Available computer can be used as a honeypot system. Thus, it does not cost additional budget to create such a system. 5. They are simple to understand, to configure and to install. They don't have complex algorithm.
Here we will highlight some specialties of honeypots.
A. Small data sets:
Connectivity made with these honeypot is considered as malicious. Hence the thousands of alerts logged by organizations can be reduced to hundreds of entries.
B. Reduced False Positives:
Honeypots help in reducing false positives. All activity with the honeypot is considered dangerous and making it efficient in detecting attacks.
C. Catching False negatives:
Conventional attack detecting tools becomes fail in detecting new attacks like signature based detection tools. These tools detect only those attacks whose signatures are already in their database.
D. Encryption:
They have the capacity to capture the malicious activity if it is in encrypted form.
E. Working with IPv6:
Honeypots work in any IP environment, including IPv6. IPv6 is the new version of IPv4 and actively used by the countries like Japan and the department of defence. Many current technologies like firewalls and Ids sensors do not work on IPv6.
F. Flexible: Honeypots are extremely adaptable in variety of environments.
G. Minimal Resources:
Honeypot require minimal resources. A basic Pentium PC can screen a huge number of IP addresses.
V. DISADVANTAGES OF HONEYPOTS
As there are several important advantages of using honeypots, there are also some disadvantages of them as well. You can only capture data when the hacker is attacking the system actively. If he does not attack the system, it is not possible to catch information. If an attack is occurring in another system, the honeypot will not be able to identify it. Damage attacks not towards the honeypot system may other systems and cause big problems.
